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BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) LAPTOP for YEAR 4-6 in 2024 
 

 
ICT capabilities are an underlying but crucial element of the Australian Curriculum and as a school, we 
are focused on developing the skill sets of our students to prepare them for high school and beyond. It is 
our goal that our year 6 students all enter high school with an abundant skill set that will enable them to 
access all the potential resources at their fingertips. 

 
To assist us in reaching that goal at Narrogin Primary School, we offer a ‘Bring Your Own Device’ 
(BYOD) program for students in Years 4-6. This optional program provides parents with the opportunity 
to purchase a laptop for sole use by their child at school. The laptop remains the property of the 
parent/child and can be used for all their upper primary schooling and beyond.  

 
The BYOD program is OPTIONAL for families, there is no requirement to purchase a laptop. Any 
student who does not have a personally owned laptop will have access to a school device for all 
activities during which they are required although these will be shared among a few students 
depending on availability. When considering whether to purchase a laptop or not, we would encourage 
all families to make the decision that is most appropriate for their family.  
 
If you have any queries regarding the program, please email narrogin.ps@education.wa.edu.au   
 
PURCHASING INFORMATION 
Min Cost: $493.00 (device) plus delivery for Lenovo 
Max Cost: $1380.01 (device) plus delivery for HP ProBook 
(Please note: You do not have to purchase from this program if you wish to supply your own laptop or 
source your own.)  
 
Go to the purchasing portal at: 

www.jbeducation.com.au/byod 
School Code: NARROGINBYOD24 

 
You can choose to purchase just the Device, or you may select other options (warranty, insurance or 
laptop bag). Please be aware that Laptops are stored at school in cabinets without a bag, so a laptop 
bag would rarely be used.  

 
Please select ‘Home Delivery’. 
 
We prefer that laptops be set up by the school. To support this, please bring your laptop for 
configuration by our staff. If you purchase a laptop prior to 2024, you are encouraged to bring it into 
the school for configuration before the end of Term 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tobias Walters  
Deputy Principal 
24 November 2023 
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